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 About us Ilyas al Thani is a 27 years old citizen of Qatar. He is a part-time teacher at Doha College for girls, a part-time pilot,
and a full-time game developer. He is also the founder of Obsidian Coast Studios, which develops mobile games and websites

for companies like Dodgeball Games. He believes in work-life balance, and would gladly swap his night flight hours for a
morning commute to work. Ilyas has worked at a wide variety of companies and organizations, including Microsoft, Accenture,

Facebook, and FOX Sports. Obsidian Coast Studios Ilyas founded Obsidian Coast Studios in September of 2012. The studio
develops mobile games and websites for companies like Dodgeball Games and Raising Gamers.Kamen Rider Unit-01 Red

Rider Unit-01 and Black Rider Unit-01 are the names used for the robot Kamen Rider characters. The two robots are controlled
via hand-held wands. The design of Unit-01 is similar to that of the original Kamen Rider, the design of Red Unit-01 being

more in line with the 2003 series Kamen Rider Blade. Unit-01 was first introduced as the first in a series of new Kamen Rider
characters to be introduced in the Kamen Rider Wizard TV series, which was followed by a series of Super Sentai and Kamen
Rider series. Red Unit-01 Red Unit-01 is the first incarnation of Kamen Rider Unit-01, the debut of the Kamen Rider Wizard
series. It is controlled by the use of hand-held wands which allow the user to affect the terrain and even people's minds, which

were introduced in the Kamen Rider Blade TV series in 2003. The hand-held wands were given as part of the Kamen Rider
Wizard's package in exchange for money. They are mostly used by the Kamen Rider Wizard and Kamen Rider Wizard Senki in

Wizard Force, as well as many other Kamen Riders. They were created by the technology of the Wizard King, and were
designed by the Kamen Rider Wizard's mentor, Dr. Otto Roseburg. The first four fights of Kamen Rider Wizard was in Kamen
Rider Dragon Knight, Wizard Kei and other animals and alien like dragons, monsters, and even other Kamen Riders in Kamen

Rider Wizard: Dragon of Sorrow. It is shown to have the ability to transform into a hover car. 520fdb1ae7
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